
SYLWIA BIALAS QUARTET

About the band:

Sylwia Bialas - vocals, comp., arr.
Marco Netzbandt - piano, comp., arr.
Wolfgang Kriener - double bass, arr.
Michele Salgarello - drums, arr.

Painting  soundscapes, telling the thrilling, lyrical stories full of contrasts, pulsating 
movements, interaction, metaphors...
Projecting the intensity of emotions  on the listener using dynamics and creative 
sound effects...
An exciting balance between catchy melodical lines and complex rhythm patterns.
That would be the closest way to describe the musical approach of this music for-
mation.
The dynamic interplay of 3 cultural european origins: polish, german and italian 
linked in the modern contemporary jazz project.
Acoustic purity of sound based on voice and the piano–trio underlines the 
individual character of own compositions. Tasteful vocal jazz far from all cliche`s, 
sometimes wordles, sometimes with poetic lyrics in two languages: polish 
and english.

For booking: www.milanomusicconsulting.com; www.sylwiabialas.com 
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Sylwia Bialas 
Vocalist, composer and arranger of the band.

„Bialas`flexible, changeable timbre and the instrumental approach to improvisation turns her voice into an 
adaptable, interactive and unique musical instrument.   
Her way of phrasing is very peculiar in both: soulful sung lyrics and the picturesque vocalises.“
 
Sylwia Bialas wrote most of the tunes for her quartet. Her music is essentially 
touched by styles like ECM and ethno . The strong influence of the eastern 
culture is indispensably audible in her way of musical expression. „Music is my precious way of sharing, with 
both the musicians I`m honoured and happy to work with and with the audience...“

Till now she cooperated with artists like Andrea Centazzo (It/USA), Peter Phippen (USA), HP Salentin (Germ), 
Michael Wollny (Germ), Adrian Mears (Austral.), Zbigniew Lewandowski (Pol), Stephan Schmolck (Germ), 
Marcus Schieferdecker (Germ), "The shin" (Georgia), Hubert Winter, Rudi Engel Germany), Ernesto Cortazar 
Lara (Mexico), Jeffrey Chin(USA), Antonio Zambrini, Russ Spiegel (USA) and many other great musical
 personalities. 

Sylwia Bialas was a member and initiator of many International Music & Art projects as well as the diverse 
bands touring in Germany, Poland and  Italy
Her recent projects: Prisma ( European Jazz Quintet ), Sylwia Bialas Quartet, Plexus Quartet
Sylwia Bialas did recordings for the soundtracks: "Krabat", 20th Century Fox, "Paradies auf Erden" for the 
German Art TV channel. Singer in the theater production "Lucifer`s Matches" (Germany).

www.sylwiabialas.com, www.myspace.com/sylwiabialas 

For booking: www.milanomusicconsulting.com; www.sylwiabialas.com 
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Marco Netzbandt

Piano player, composer and 
arranger of the band

Marco Netzbandt`s  lyrical and soul-
ful touch on the piano constitutes an 
exciting contrast to his often 
polyrhythmically oriented 
groove-attitude. 
His melodical way of playing and 
the ability of building pulsating  
„sound carpets“and ostinatos while 
comping the soloists, contributes a 
distinctive approach to the sound of 
the band. 

Marco`s musical background:

Study of jazz-piano at the Herman-
Zilcher-Conservatory in Würzburg

Member of the jazz sextett JAZ-
ZOO which won the XXII. Jazz 
Contest Of Krakow, Poland

Two times finalist of the International 
Contest Of Composing and Arran-
ging for Big Band SCRIVERE IN JAZZ (Sassari, Italy)

Arrangements & commissional compositions for Ron Spielman, Hans-Peter Salentin, Tine Schneider

Compositions for classical piano duo

Teaching Arranging, Jazzpiano, Big-Band & Combo at the universities Würzburg & Frankfurt

Pianist in several groups (Joe Krieg Quartett, Prisma, Dienda, SB Quartet …)

www.marco-netzbandt.de 

For booking: www.milanomusicconsulting.com; www.sylwiabialas.com
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Wolfgang Kriener 

Double bass player, 
composer, 
arranger of the band

Wolfgang Kriener`s sound is deep, 
round and intense. His double bass 
„sings under his fingers“.His 
intuitive, unique phrasing based on 
the perpetual, concentrated hea-
ring and reacting on the musical 
situation and his ascetic,
melodical, motivic approach in 
comping and soloing harmonize 
very well with the transparent 
sound of the band.

He`s a dear and a very precious per-
sonality for the musicians he works 
with...

My name is Wolfgang Kriener. I`m playing Jazz Doublebass in the fifth - tuning.
At the age of 18 after few years of playing Guitar (few chords played by the fire), I bought 
a double bass and a printed methode for bass and I started with my self-education. Four 
years later I graduated from my studies on the Swiss Jazz School in Bern. 25 years later 
I`ve changed the tuning of my instrument from the fourths to fifths and this made me rework 
all the movements on it.
In the meantime I`ve been playing with many, many different well- and not well-known but 
equally precious musicians and I was taking part in diverse projects. Looking back on these 
30 years of making music, I can see 30 years of wonderful musical experiences.
The most important thing for me is to PLAY...To play with the own and not own sounds. I`m 
happy about every opportunity to be  allowed to MAKE MUSIC...

www.desdur.de

For booking: www.milanomusicconsulting.com; www.sylwiabialas.com
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For booking: www.milanomusicconsulting.com; www.sylwiabialas.com 

Michele Salgarello

drummer, arranger of the band

Michele Salgarello is a musical chameleon 
embracing with his drum-sound the total 
ambience of the band, reacting constantly 
on every dynamic and musical movement. 
His extremely expressive way of playing 
and the sonorous sound of his cymbals play 
creatively and powerful with musical 
tensions, putting innumerable, diverse 
shadings inside of them. 

Considered by colleagues and critics 
alike in both mainstream and contemporary 
jazz communities as :

„one of the most complete of emerging 
Italian jazz drummers of his generation“

Michele Salgarello shifts 
effortlessly between jazz, experimental 
music and selected pop. 
Recording to date more than 70 albums 
under labels such as Sony, Edel, Venus,
 Music Center and Egea, his drumming has 
encompassed a wide variety of musical 
styles. 

Included in his numerous collaborations -- live performances and recording sessions -- Antonio Farao, 
Chihiro Yamanaka, Ralph Alessi, Xavier Davies, Avishai Cohen, Franco Cerri, Eddie Henderson, 
Marco Tamburini, Don Friedman, Gary Queen,Walter Blanton, Mike Tracy, Dave Howard, Drew Gress, Furio Di 
Castri, Tino Tracanna, Sandro Gibellini, Sante Palumbo, Antonio Zambrini, Mario Rusca, Pepe Ragonese,
 Francesco Bearzatti, Milko Ambrogini, Johnny Falzone, Carlo Morena, Mario Zara, Tullio Ricci, 
Alberto Bollettieri and Giampiero Lo Bello.  

Michele continues his growth as an artist through ongoing participation in specialized seminars, training 
through Tirano Jazz, Siena Jazz, School for Improvisational Music of New York, Permanent Laboratories 
of Musical Research of Stefano Battaglia and other well known venues promoting excellence. 
Most recent of Michele's scholastic accolades, a one-of-a-kind, two-year scholarship as International 
Master at the prestigious Siena Jazz Foundation -- the In.Ja.M, International Jazz Master Program.  

www.myspace.com/michelesalgarello 
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